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ABSTRACT

The major emphasis in. this dissertation is qn the
I

development of H. Richard Niebuhr!s co~cept of person as
I

a key ,for understanding his approach to the theological

problem of formulating the content of knowledge of God

as it arises in the fai~h,experience. Thi 9 study begins

with a brief introduction indicating the problematic

character of the de~elopment of Niebuhr's concept of
. .

person, namely that while he clearly emphasized its
. .

cen tral,i ty the re is absen t in his wr i tings an expl ici t,

formal statement that def,ines the conceptual ,content of

what he intended by the term ':person." The discussion

that follDws i~ an attempt to bring forward what seems
'I" .

to have be~n the content of N2ebuhr's concept of person.'

This will involve the process of ~aising to prominence the

"

"constants" that appear iD; his reflections on the relation / /'

between the divine and the human as relation between persons~ ,
jl

The .first chapter involves an invest~gation of the influence

tha t the though t of Ernst Troel tsch, Karl Barth and others

R:d. on Niebuhr I s O\vn thinking. Therein is indicated the

general framework of thought i~ 'w~ich he.had set for

himself the task of providing for.~on~emporary theology a
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means of expressing the content of faith so as to avoid the

excesses of'revelational dogmatism, on the one 'nand, and

rationalistic relativism, on the other. The development

of his approach--a personalistic,conf~ssionalism--appears

in its general form in the second chapter, which involves
,

~ survey of his writings. The third chapter sets forth,

as the cumulative effect of his writings, what appeared

to be the essential components of Niebuhr's theologicql---
.concept of person: act, freedo~, faithfuln~ss, and

dialogue. The fourth chapter ind~cates how Niebuhr seemed .
•

to have env~sioned the role of this concept ~s a cr~cial,

corrective principle for modifying such outstanding,
, . '

approaches to, the problem of knowledge of God as, tho~e of

Troeltsch and ·Barth. This ,chapter also off~rs a s~ggestion

'as to what would be a cO!1sist~mt application'of his thought

to' a development l.n theology ~ince his' dea th:. The final

chapter contains the present writer's response to certain, .
critical ~eflections on Niebuhr's, thought relevpnt to

•
the central theme of the dissertation and a concluding,.

. section which suggests that the major emphasis an~

developmen~ ot this discussion may be a modest but

faithful and promising way to understand and appreciate

mor~ fully the ~ssence of Niebuhr's complex and subtle

though t.

1 "
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INTRODUCTION

~
In the preface to his book 'The Meaning of Revelation

H. Richard Niebuhr wroee

We are aware today that alt our philosophical
ideas, reiigious dogmas and moral imperatives
are hi~tori~ally conditioned and this awareness
tempts us to a new agnosticism. I have found
myself unable to avoid,the acceptance of
historical relativism yet I'do not beli~ve the

,agnostic consequence is necessary.l,
"

The problem t~is awareness set for the theologian was, in
, ,

Niebuhr's view, that of properly formulating for modern man
)

the content which is involved In the knowledge of God give~

)in revelation. He set for himself a task that involved a

combina~ion of the interests of Ernst Troeltsch and Kqrl

Barth. 2 The book.cited above and subsequent writings by

Niebuhr clearly suggest that he sought to propose an

alternative to Lhe solutions 0jfered by Troeltsch and

Barth to'the problem of how man, conscious of his radical

historic~ty, can know God who is absolute in his sovereignty

~--------

r

lB. Richard Niebuhr, The Meaning of Revelation (New York:
Macmillan Co., 1941. Seventh print~ng,. 1960), p. vii. "

2Ib id.,' p. x. In terms of the basic convictions that
guided Niebuhr's thoughts over the years, Ernst Troeltsch and
Karl B~rth represent, the fundament<ll polarization of his
thought, ~hich, as Uans Frei has indicatc~, was a search for
the mcuns of unipn~ "a doctrine of radical monotheIsm and
Christoccntric {evelation with an, understanding of our life •
as .l"csponsible person~ in an endlessly varied cultural history."
Fai th ,and Ethics, cd. Paul R<Jmsey (Ilwrper Torchbook Edition:
New York, 1965; Frci's article, "Niebuhr's TheologlC<:ll Back
ground"}, p. 64. "

1
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and freedom. In the course of reading his works one comes

to see that a key to his proposal is the concept of person-
.'

hood.

The most important fact about the whole approach
to revelation 'to which we are committed by the
acceptance of our existential situa~io~, of the

• po~nt of view of faith living' in history, is that
we'must think and speak in terms of persons. l

But what is it that we are thinking when we are thinking

/in terms of persons? That we must think in th~s manner,
...

Niebuhr has suggested, is the most important fact about our.
whole approach to revelation. Understanding and evalua~ing

this approach as an alternative would seem to demand a clear

statement of what the content of those· thoughts is when we

are thinking in terms of persons.

BU~ here lies the problem. Niebuhr gave no explici~

formal statement that defines what he considered to be the

conceptual content of the term II pe-rson II , when referring to

knowledge of God. Given'the fact that JNiebuhr insisted~e

must think in te:ms of persons, and giv~ the fact that~ \

gives no formal statement as to what we are thinking when we

think that way, ~he central ~estion becomes: What, then, is

the content of our co~cept of divine personhood according to~

Niebuhr's way of thinking~

This qu~stion wil~' be-the chief concern of the foll~wing

discussion. In the cOurse of this discussion' it will be sh'6.wn

1.lJ.2.iQ., p. 143, Niebuhr's cmphClsis c'n the personalist
d~mension ~n Christian thought can be ,seen also in Christ and
Culture (New York: Harper, Torchbook Editl n, 1956), cspecialli
pp. 11-29 and 230-256~ and in 'Ri1(I"lcZl1 :-:onotl ('ism Zlnd Hcstcrn
Culture (~ew York: lIurper 'I'orcn;)o()r~, 19,0), <.lnd 'lhc ~\c~~

sib1 e $('1 f (New Yo~k: Harper and ~, 1963).

\
\
\
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that while Niebuhr nowhere gave a formal definition of its
f

content, the concept of divine personhood was set fo~th in

another way. It will be sho~n also that the manner in which,

'.

, .

he presente4 this concept ~as determined by a particular

understanding of the theologian's task. Niebuhr insisted

that the theologian begins with a different question than

tha t of the philosopher. C'\
':y

As a Protestant-theologian or as a man who seeks
to understand what he believes with the'pid of
Protestant theology, I do not raise the question
of God in the way the philosopher of rellgion- or
the metaphysician does; while I cannot maintain
that my way of asking is superior to theirs,
neither can I be easily convlnced that my
question is illegitimate, that it is not a
true, human, and important question. l

The prin'tary question for theo10gy, as he" saw it, was not
..

"Does God exis,t?" or "What is the first c-ause, what the"

ultimJ.te sUbstance?" but rather "How is faith in God

possible?" As the beginning of theologicJ.l inquiry,

therefore, this question involves re£l~ction upon ,the

subjective or personal aspect of religious experience.

That 'this approach exposes the theologian to certain dangers--
~

t9 solipsism, for instance--N~ebuhr readily admitted, but he

recognized that every form of inquiry runs certain risks

INicbuhr, "Faith in Gods and in God," in Radical
Monotheism and Western Culture, p. 115.



participation in faith and that object

4

to Niebuhr 'th~ ~tFeologian

•

iew of t~ situation in which

with ,which (he) deais. ,,2 That

is always 'an import6n~ part of our

situation is one

and~the 9rit~cul

ra t,ional tendeavors.l

develops his own
i:

(he) works and of

is God.as present to faith. ,The concept of personhood of

"'the concrete, livingNiebuhr in terms of
3

r~ation to man and man in relation to

~s ~~s known in fa1th. 3 While he wasGod, or, simply, God

God was set forth by
to

experience of God n

concerned to discuss the personhood of ' God from a theological

perspective Niebuhr~ not regard that approach as necessa~ily

antithetical to other ways of discussing it. He not only.

acknowledged the inherent difficulties and inadequacies involved.
in theologic~l discussion of the subject'but also indicated. '

the'need for collaboration with ,and complementation from othdr

perspe~ives'on it. 4 Our study of this subject is primarily

...

concerned with the internal coherence, meaning and func~on

of the concept of divine personhood in Nicp~~theOlOgy.

We must, of course, recognize that there ~re relevant
"

philosophical issues connec'ted with such concepts as "person". ,

and "'God" but

The following

we will not attempt t~l with ~~em here.

dis~~ss~on seems to ,have a significance and

pp. 14-16 .Sec also RadicallIb'd '116~.-2:-.,.p.

2Niebuhr, Radical Monotheism, p.

3I bid. See also Thc Purpose of the Ch rch and Its
Ministry. (New York: llarper and J3l:others, 1956), pp. 112f.

4Niebuhr, Chrlst ~nd Culturc, p. 14. Most of Niebuhr's
major works inchca te t)us at tl tude regarding sub] ec ts whlch
become concerns of disciplines other thun theology.
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integrity of its own since'f~rther clarification of Niebuhr's

thought in 'terms of its theological character may corrtribute

positively toward discusSion of its relati~nship' and

relevance to o~her ways of thinking. The follow~ng

, .
discussion will be an attempt to bring more sharply into view-

what the essential components of Niebuhr's ~thought on the'

personhood of God were and how they determined his efforts
r

to combine the main interests o~ Troe~tsch and Barth"

providing what seemed to be an alternative for the0logy in
~ t

its task of explaining how !adically historical men come to·

'know the absoluteness of God. "This di$cussion will take place
,

in the larger context of 'viewing/influences of Niebuhr's

,thought, -the, general development of his theology toward a'. .
personalistic confessional ism, and specifi~ commentaries on

.
his tQought regarding tn~t·develop~ent.~

\
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CHAPTER ONE

MAJOR INFLUENCES IN NIEBUHR'S THOUGHT

It has b~en said -that an adequate starting point for

a description of Niebuhr's thought is to view his position
,>
~ , , 1

as lying between those of Ernst Troeltsch and Karl Barth.

It ha~ als~ been said that a descript~o~ based exclu~VelY
on that view could lead to a misunderstanding. 2 Niebuhr

himself irtsisted tha.t his personal and intellectual

integrity never rested upon loyalties to the kind of

l~beralism, sometimes associated with Ttoeltsch, or of

neo-orthodo~y, linked with Barth, that had been connected

with certain periods in his own thought. 3

Niebuhr read widely and deeply, as his works reflect.

As one commen ta tor pu tit, he a t tended to' the ex trcme's

taken on various issues yet be saw them not as "alternatives\. .,
between 'which we must choose" but rather as "limits between

,,' ------------
lS~e Libertus Hoede1Uaker, The Theology of H. Richard

Niebuhr, (Philadelphia: Pilgrim I::r.css, 1970), p. 12i also
Hans Frei, 2.2.. ci t., p. 64 i and Niebuhr,' The Hean"ing 0 f
Revelation, p. Xi "Refonnation: Cont"inuing !mperatlve," .
Christian Century, LXXVII, 9 (March 2, 1960), pp. 24£-251 .

2Sidney Ahlstrom, "II. Richard Niebuhr's P1'lce in
AmericClu Thought," Chri$ti<:lnity and Cr\sis, XXIII}\20
(November 25, 1963), p. 215. (Sec below p. 64.) ',.

3Niebuh'r, "Refonna tion: Con tinuing Impera tive, "
p. 248.

6
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which we must m0ve, and elements of tru~h that must inform
1

9Jle another."

Niebuhr's geh~ral,backgtound included, on the one hand,

th~ Puritan tradition in which his personal religious

convictions were rooted, and, on the other hand, the academic

tradition of nineteenth cen~ury Protestant theology w~ich ,
, 2

profoundly influenced his intellec.tual development. In the"

former tra~ition Nie?uhr learned to'regard the awareness of

God in the miraculous act of self-revealing. The emphasis

is on divine sovereignty and freedom and the unworthiness of

man who; in· his lostness, sinfulness, and idolatrousness,

can only look upon this action'of God as.a great rny~tery of

infinite graciousness to which he must respond in utter

~r~titude. In th~ l~cer tradition Niebuhr inherited the'

problems raised by Kant regarding the. relation ~f knowledge'

of God to· the rest of our knowledge., Is God known as an

external reality in relation to man, grasped' in the manner

that the mind apprehends other objects in the natural order,

or is reason in its speculati~e operations inc~pable of'

knowing.God and.therefore such knowledge is gained in

3another way? The basic issue was the unacceptability of

lDaniel Day Nill1ains, "H. Richard Niebuhr: A Personal
Memoir," Christiunitv and Cris'ls, XXIII, 20, (November 25,
1963), p .. 212. wllliarns docs ,not deny that Niebuhr 'had no
alterhative~ ef his own.to offer but Father ,emphasizes the
latter's c~r~ful concern to avoid fixing too carlyon the
formal doctrinq or choosing an excessively narrow base.

2See Hans Frei, "Niebuhr's Theological Background," in
Faith and Ethics, pp. 9-64.

3~bid., p. 32 f.

.'
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authoritarian dogmat~sm, recourse to the irrational,
I

~ I
supernaturalistic explanationsJbased on'miracle, and the

agnostic dualisms that kept kn~Wledge of God and the rest

of our knowledge ~n sepaiate, irreconcilable mental realms.

The attempts made by. Kant, Schleiermacher, Hegel, Kierkegaard

and Troeltsch to explain the nature of man's knowledge of

God are some of the most important threads of thought'woven

in,to the nine teen tl1 century, crea ting the in tell ec tual

context in' which ~ieb~hr sought his own solution to the

I
question: How dp we kpow ?od~ It w.as this same develop-

ment of thought that gave rise to Karl Barth's reaction in

the first quarter of, the twentieth century.2 The long

struggle to ground theological thought in a metaphysical

system was met by his insistence tha~ the knowledge of God

of whic·h the theologian speaks is g'r~nded' in the

miraculo~s event of J:esus, that the ·focal point, the

.beginning ~nd end of all theological reflection, is ·!ilie

objecti~e reality of God as He'..)kf revealed in Christ.

Knowledge of God does not depend on our previous kno.wledge

of ourselves or the world but.on God's absolute anp

Neithere dm of· action in revealing nirnself.

~rved that the practical, moral emphasis~ .
radition and the speculative, theorctical~
nineteenth century Rrotcstant thought we~e

ac·tually not tha t far apart and it was th9 concern of cr isis-
theology. in the 19205 to bring to' bear or the moral life and the
life of the mlnd the knowledge of God's transcend~nce and
sovere~gnt¥. Frei,· 2£. cit., p. 11.

2Barth's second edition of Der Romerbrief (1922) is often
considered as the beglnn~ng bf a new movement labelled "crls1s~

theology" beca~se of its emph<Jsis on the r<JdicCll distance
~etween man and the quallt0l1vnly wholly Olher-ness of God
(a Kierkc.gu.ardlan theme). Bu.rth, The, f· plstle to the Romans,
tran-?l. from sJ.xth eclitl.on by Edwyn C. JIpskyns (London: Oxford
University Press, 1963). '
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































